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Please read this information!

i edit negative formats from Minox 8/11 mm to 30/40 
inch sheet film. all black/white films are developed in-
dividually. this means that in processing the films, both 
customer requests and film-specific needs are taken into 
account (push and hold).

With few exceptions, all films are developed on a Jobo 
at L in rotation using disposable chemistry. the advan-
tage here is that all films are developed in fresh and 
unused chemicals, as opposed to automatic batch pro-
cessing machines that work with recycled chemistry and 
which are quite limited in catering for specific require-
ments.

Developers which are used:
Kodak xtol: soft-working, balancing development with 
beautiful grain image. 
Tetenal Ultrafin Plus: some „rougher grain“ better to push 
than X-tol. 
ATP DC: Special developer for at P films.
New track HRX 3: 2-component developer, extremely 
sharp, very soft working.
other developers on request. 

i also develop partially exposed 35 mm films: Bring
your camera with the film loaded, i take out the exposed 
piece of film in the darkroom. the unexposed film re-
mains in the cartridge and can continue to be used.

Quantity discounts apply to film development in the same 
format, the same developer and the same development 
time.

Contact sheets don´t have to be highest quality prints 
and are only partly filtered. high quality contact sheets 
on baryte paper/cardboard are charged with a 100% 
surcharge.

overtime production is € 80.00 per hour.

To provide an affordable alternative for single film de-
veloping,  I develop all small image and roll films every 
Wednesday from 11.00 am at a unit price of 7.22 € net, 
or € 8.60 (including 19% VAT). The developed films can 
be picked up every Thursday from 10:00 am.

Prices in €/piece                1 pcs      > 2 pcs     > 5 pcs
35 mm film 12-36   € 18,00  9,00  7,20 
Minox (conditional)  € 25,00  12,50  10,00 
roll film 120 mm € 18,00  9,00  7,20 
roll film 220 size € 24,00  12,00  9,60 
Sheet film 4/5 inch € 13,00  6,50 5,20
Sheet film 13/18 cm € 16,00  8,00  6,40 
Sheet film 8/10 inch € 20,00  10,00  8,00 
Sheet film ≤ 30/40 cm  € 40,00  20,00   16,00

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS with identical developments:
from 2 get - 50% off, from 5 pcs - 60%, from 50 - 65%

Adequate developing of ATP films
1 film (35 mm or roll film) € 30,00 
2 - 5 films  € 20,00/pcs
6 - 10 films € 15,00/pcs
from 20 films € 10,00/pcs

ATP FILMS can only be developed with good results by 
hand..

B/W CONTACT SHeeTS ON RC (PLASTIC) PAPeR
from 35 mm film 12 exp to 36 exp + 120 film  € 8,50 
from roll film (220) result in 2 sheets  € 16,00 
from sheet film 9/12 + 4/5 inch  € 5,00 
from sheet film 13/18 + 5/7 inch  € 6,00 
from sheet film 8/10 inch € 8,50 
from sheet film 20/30 cm € 10,50 
from Minox film on 24/30 cm € 24,00 

Contact sheets on baryte paper/cardboard strength are 
charged with a 100% surcharge.

„Jumbo contact“ 36 exp. 35 mm film or 120 roll film as 
entire film contact sheet printed to 50/60 cm baryte paper 
per piece   € 95.00

NeT prices plus 19% VAT.


